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Thank you Mr. Chairman for the opportunity to address this august and important body, whose members are generously and graciously contributing their soldiers, police and other personnel to help bring or keep peace in war-torn areas of our world.   

I also take this opportunity to thank the Military Planning Service of DPKO which has played host to me for past half-year.  Even though my study is critical anaysis of UN equipment and practice, they warmly welcomed and strongly supported me during my research.  I also found them open to innovation and to creative recommendations. 

I start from the fundamental recognition that that there is no “technological fix” to the problem of human conflict.  Human sympathy and interaction are always central to conflict resolution.  But along with the required expansion of the human heart, there is a need for an  extension of human vision to gain an impartial view of the situation on the ground.  If, as is often said, “truth is the first casualty of war” then winning back the truth is the first job of peacekeepers. 

But too often in UN history, peacekeepers have been caught in the dark, unable to catch violators or see impending tragedy, especially threats to the mission and to its personnel. 



Monitoring Mandates Monitoring Mandates 
•• CeaseCease--fire and peacefire and peace--agreement verification agreement verification 

•• Protected areas and personsProtected areas and persons

•• Sanctions and no flySanctions and no fly--zoneszones

•• Armed groups and spoilersArmed groups and spoilers

•• Resource exploitationResource exploitation

•• Elections and human rightsElections and human rights

•• DDR and SSRDDR and SSR

•• Safety and security of UN personnelSafety and security of UN personnel
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Peace operations have many mandates in the field, which has greatly expanded in multidimensional PKOs. 

But there is an enormous “monitoring gap” between the mandates and mission capabilities. 




TRADITIONAL TOOLSTRADITIONAL TOOLS



 

The Human Eye  ... The Human Eye  ... 
sometimes aided by 
binoculars
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In peacekeeping missions, the UN has relied almost exclusively on the human eye for observation. 

Not sufficient ....




PROBLEMS OF CURRENT PROBLEMS OF CURRENT 
MONITORINGMONITORING

Limited capabilities ...Limited capabilities ...

•• over large areasover large areas

•• at nightat night

•• for underground detectionfor underground detection

•• in remote/difficult terrainin remote/difficult terrain

•• information recording, analyzing, information recording, analyzing, 

sharing and  storagesharing and  storage
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Technology to the rescue?

Four ConclusionsFour Conclusions

1. Technology can be of immense value 
in monitoring, preventing and 
mitigating conflict.

2. Technical monitoring can increase 
the safety and security of 
peacekeepers as well as the 
effectiveness of the mission.
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- Technology, which has long been used in the service of war-fighting, can be used for peacekeeping, making missions more effective and safer. 
This feeling was behind the C-34 request for a comprehensive examination of monitoring and surveillance technologies, request DPKO for dialogue
Commission by DPKO to make such a study. 
Examined the ways in which the UN currently uses monitoring and surveillance technologies, and report I present to you today.  
[Culmination of two decades of research. For this particular, work interviewed two dozens persons in the UN Secretariat, many current and former peacekeepers and visited a mission for a case study.]




The UN has tasked its peacekeepers with an immense array of monitoring tasks, from ....

What I have found in my study is a « monitoring gap » between the mandates given to UN POs and their capacity to fulfill those mandates.




BENEFITS OF MONITORING BENEFITS OF MONITORING 
TECHNOLOGIESTECHNOLOGIES



 

Increases Increases rangerange and and accuracyaccuracy of of 
observationobservation



 

Permits Permits continuouscontinuous monitoringmonitoring



 

Increases Increases effectivenesseffectiveness (including (including costcost-- 
effectiveness effectiveness in some cases)in some cases)



 

Decreases Decreases intrusivenessintrusiveness



 

Increases Increases safetysafety



 

Provides Provides recordingsrecordings



Night Vision
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Most violations and nefarious activities are carried out under the cover of darkness, such as preparing for attacks or smuggling armaments.  If fighters operate at night, then so must peacekeepers. But traditionally peacekeeping has been a “daytime job.” To surmount the “darkness barrier” and claim the night back from the forces of violence, the United Nations needs to make night operations routine.  These night vision devices can worn by peacekeepers.  Also use thermal imagers and put them on mobile platforms. 



Thermal ImagingThermal Imaging

www.imaging1.com



RadarsRadars

Ground

Aerial

Underground



MULTISENSOR SYSTEMSMULTISENSOR SYSTEMS


 

Reconnaissance Reconnaissance 
VehiclesVehicles



 

APC with APC with 
•• GSRGSR
•• IR sensorsIR sensors
•• low light TV low light TV 
•• laser range finderlaser range finder



 

MobileMobile


 

Extendible mastExtendible mast



Aerial surveillanceAerial surveillance



 

UAVs in UAVs in 
EUFOR in DRCEUFOR in DRC
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In my paper I look at 9 categories of technology:
1. Satellite and Aerial Reconnaissance
2. Ground Imagery (Video) and Motion Sensors
3. Night Vision
4. Radars
5. Radio Monitoring (communications interception)
6. Acoustic and Seismic Sensors
7. Chemical/Biological/Nuclear sensors
8. “Blue Tracking”
9. Geographic Information Systems 



3. UN lacks the equipment, resources, 3. UN lacks the equipment, resources, 
preparation/training needed for preparation/training needed for 

effective and efficient use of modern effective and efficient use of modern 
monitoring technology.monitoring technology.



 

somesome monitoring technologies in monitoring technologies in somesome 
missions but missions but ad hocad hoc and and unsystematicunsystematic
•• radarsradars
•• 400 NVE (Gen 2+)400 NVE (Gen 2+)



 

no thermal imagers, seismic or acoustic no thermal imagers, seismic or acoustic 
ground sensorsground sensors



 

platforms: recce vehicles and aircraftplatforms: recce vehicles and aircraft


 

absence of policies, doctrine, SOPs and absence of policies, doctrine, SOPs and 
training materialstraining materials



 

need to reneed to re--engage capable contributorsengage capable contributors



4. UN is4. UN is capable of incorporating capable of incorporating 
advanced technologies.advanced technologies.



 

communications and information communications and information 
technologytechnology



 

CarlogCarlog


 

GIS progress GIS progress 
•• Commercial satellite imageryCommercial satellite imagery



 

aerial recce in DRCaerial recce in DRC



CarlogCarlog

www.e-drivetech.com
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Op Taming Turncoat
AERIAL MISSION TAKING OFF FROM RUTSHURU
sensitize FARDC against desertion to join renegade commander N’Kunda
Spotting groups of  soldiers, moving in what direction




Demand from the PartiesDemand from the Parties 
(Video Camera Network)(Video Camera Network)

2006 Nepal peace agreement2006 Nepal peace agreement



Technology of immense Technology of immense 
potential value potential value 

To fill the To fill the ““Monitoring GapMonitoring Gap”” between between 

mandates and UN capacitiesmandates and UN capacities
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RecommendationsRecommendations



1. Develop and improve UN policies, doctrine 
and training materials to incorporate 
appropriate monitoring technologies.



 

SOPs and TOESOPs and TOE



 

Handbook on Multidimensional Handbook on Multidimensional 
PeacekeepingPeacekeeping



 

seminars for military and civilian personnel seminars for military and civilian personnel 
((MPAC, C-34))



 

technology options technology options ““menu documentmenu document””



2. To gain experience, the UN should test, 
deploy and evaluate sensor suites on a trial 
and operational basis.



 

select one or more regions in selected PKOs select one or more regions in selected PKOs 
(e.g., video equipment, UGS, thermal (e.g., video equipment, UGS, thermal 
cameras, UAVs)cameras, UAVs)



 

case studies (UNIFIL, UNFICYP, UNMIN)case studies (UNIFIL, UNFICYP, UNMIN)
•• National and partner reportsNational and partner reports (EUFOR) (EUFOR) 



 

implement JAM recommendations for DRC, implement JAM recommendations for DRC, 
esp. aerial surveillanceesp. aerial surveillance



3. Identify TCCs and contractors that are capable 
of providing monitoring equipment and 
expertise. It could invite them to



 

specialists specialists vsvs regular troopsregular troops



 

contingent capacities for largercontingent capacities for larger--ticket ticket 
itemsitems



 

outsource vendor could be sought outsource vendor could be sought 



 

move from personal equipment to move from personal equipment to 
missionmission--operated monitoring systems operated monitoring systems 



 

share some of their technological share some of their technological 
expertise and experiences.expertise and experiences.



4. Revise and update the Contingent4. Revise and update the Contingent--Owned Owned 
Equipment (COE) Manual so that the Equipment (COE) Manual so that the 
requirements are clearer, more detailed and requirements are clearer, more detailed and 

more specific.more specific.



 

Observation and Identification (recording) 
categories – vague, needs annex



 

2008 review of COE manual by the COE 
Working Group



5. Build on recent progress in developing 5. Build on recent progress in developing 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS).Geographic Information Systems (GIS).



 

GIS progress



 

moving from paper maps to user- 

input GIS (layered, multi-agency)



 

UNMO, field reports on 

centralized database (incl. 

imagery)



 

intranet base



6. Include imagery in UN reports, both still and 6. Include imagery in UN reports, both still and 
links to video, and  primary source data links to video, and  primary source data 
access.access.



 

digital imagery in the UNMO reports, digital imagery in the UNMO reports, 
Sitreps, links to GIS databases (field Sitreps, links to GIS databases (field 
and and hqhq) for clearer picture, video ) for clearer picture, video 
clipsclips



 

experts in image analysis should be experts in image analysis should be 

deployed to the field (JOC and JMAC)deployed to the field (JOC and JMAC)



7. Increase the capacity of UN headquarters to select, 7. Increase the capacity of UN headquarters to select, 
stockpile and maintain technologies and apply stockpile and maintain technologies and apply 

innovative methods of technical monitoring.innovative methods of technical monitoring.



 

basic stockpile basic stockpile 


 

export licenses from leading manufacturing 
states



 

small headquarters team for familiarity with small headquarters team for familiarity with 
technologiestechnologies
•• monitoring technology service or technology support monitoring technology service or technology support 

office (like CITS)office (like CITS)
•• institutional memory; conduct capability/equipment institutional memory; conduct capability/equipment 

performance reviewsperformance reviews
•• technical assessments during mission starttechnical assessments during mission start--upup
•• cooperative monitoring with information sharing with cooperative monitoring with information sharing with 

parties (e.g., webcam)parties (e.g., webcam)



Concluding ConceptsConcluding Concepts



 

““information powerinformation power””, situational , situational 
awareness for safety and security awareness for safety and security 



 

move from a move from a ““culture of reactionculture of reaction”” 
toward a toward a ““culture of preventionculture of prevention””



 

concentration and rapid reactionconcentration and rapid reaction



 

situational awareness to improve situational awareness to improve 
safety, security and effectivenesssafety, security and effectiveness



Monitoring technologies not Monitoring technologies not 
yet yet ““tools of the trade,tools of the trade,”” but but 
they can and should be.they can and should be.
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